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Background: Synergistic chemotherapy has been proved as an effective antitumor means in clinical practice. However, most co- 
administration treatment often lacks simultaneous control over the release of different chemotherapeutic agents.
Materials and Methods: β-cyclodextrin modified hyaluronic acid was the “shell”, and the oxidized ferrocene-stearyl alcohol micelles 
served as the “core”, where doxorubicin (DOX) and curcumin (CUR) were loaded in shell and core of the bilayer nanoparticles (BNs), 
respectively. The pH- and glutathione (GSH)-responsive synchronized release behavior was evaluated in different mediums, and the 
in vitro and in vivo synergistic antitumor effect and CD44-mediated tumor targeting efficiency were further investigated.
Results: These BNs had a spherical structure with the particle size of 299 ± 15.17 nm, while the synchronized release behaviour of 
those two drugs was proved in the medium with the pH value of 5.5 and 20 mM GSH. The co-delivery of DOX and CUR reduced the 
IC50 value by 21% compared to DOX alone, with a further 54% reduction after these BNs delivery measurements. In tumor-bearing 
mouse models, these drug-loaded BNs showed significant tumor targeting, enhanced antitumor activity and reduced systemic toxicity.
Conclusion: The designed bilayer nanoparticle could be considered as potential chemotherapeutic co-delivery platform for efficient 
synchronized microenvironment respond and drug release. Furthermore, the simultaneous and synergistic drug release guaranteed the 
enhanced antitumor effects during the co-administration treatment.
Keywords: tumor microenvironment, combination chemotherapy, pH- and GSH-responsive, tumor targeting

Introduction
Tumor microenvironment (TME) is closely related to the occurrence, development and metastasis of tumors, and has 
been attracting great research interest as a target for tumor therapy.1–3 TME comprises diverse non-cancerous cells and 
immune cells, which can support cancer cells to sustain the infinite proliferation and escape from the natural apoptotic 
pathways, as well as TME contains non-cellular components including extracellular matrix (ECM), various cytokines and 
chemokines, which guarantee the process of angiogenesis and invasion.4–6 TME exhibits unique reduction and acidic 
conditions due to the cells’ own metabolic activities and nutritional demands.7–9 Compared with normal tissues, a lower 
pH exists in tumor tissues, while the concentrations of glutathione (GSH) are significantly higher. Nevertheless, the 
compositions of TME collectively or cooperatively hinder the drug distribution, leading to abnormal tumor cell 
proliferation and anticancer drug resistance.10 Therefore, targeting and modulating TME is a potential strategy for 
antitumor therapy, such as targeting cancer-associated fibroblasts and tumor infiltrating immune cells, or responding to 
the specific microenvironmental conditions.11–13 These targeting or responsive behaviors facilitate augmented release and 
efficient distribution, finally enhancing the drug accumulation in tumor sites.14
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Multiple stimulus responsive drug delivery nanoparticles, in particular, offer a superior approach to improving 
anticancer therapeutic effects due to their high sensitivity to multiple cancerous stimuli, such as pH, light, reduction 
and enzymes.15–17 Moreover, nanoparticles with long systemic circulation tend to accumulate in tumor tissues, while the 
surface charge greatly affects the distribution and retention behavior of nanoparticles in vivo.18–20 Negatively charged 
drug carrier particles are less prone to be cleared by mononuclear phagocyte system, since the cell membrane is 
negatively charged.21,22

In addition, the combination of drugs with different mechanisms can synergistically enhance the antitumor therapeutic 
effects. On the one hand, multidrug resistance (MDR) increases the efflux of multiple chemotherapeutic agents, leading 
to the decrease in intracellular drug levels, thereby limiting efficacy.23,24 Therefore, the synergistic delivery of che-
motherapeutic agents and MDR inhibitors is expected to be an effective strategy in overcoming MDR.25 Remarkably, 
overexpression of glutathione S-transferase (GST) in tumor cells also confer high levels of resistance, so the GSH 
depletion can alleviate resistance to some extent and reduce the dose administrated.26,27 On the other hand, for non- 
targeting drugs, combination chemotherapy reduces the toxicity and exerts chemoprotections.28 Consequently, the design 
of co-delivery vectors that efficiently respond to TME is essential for antitumor therapy.

Herein, we have designed a bilayer “shell-core” nanoparticle structure for the co-delivery of two drugs in combination 
chemotherapy. We selected Doxorubicin (DOX) and curcumin (CUR) as co-delivery drug models, in which CUR can 
reduce MDR protein expressions, and attenuate the nonspecific systemic toxic effects of DOX.28–31 Hyaluronic acid 
(HA) modified with β-cyclodextrin (β-CD) is considered as the outer ‘shell’ (HA-CD), and the oxidized form of 
ferrocene (Fc) combined with stearyl alcohol (C18) can self-assemble to form micelles as the inner “core” (Fc+-C18), 
where DOX and CUR are separately encapsulated into shell and core. Subsequently, negative charged HA-CD shell will 
spontaneously bind to Fc+-C18 core, forming ‘shell-core’ bilayer nanoparticles (BNs) (HA-CD@DOX & Fc-C18@CUR).

HA-coated BNs exhibit electronegativity as a whole, enhancing the long systemic circulation in vivo, and HA can 
also achieve active targeting to CD44+ tumor cells.32 Passive enhanced permeability and retention effect (EPR) and 
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active CD44-mediated targeting allow BNs accumulate at the tumor sites, where BNs rapidly respond to the high 
concentration of H+ and GSH. The linkage between HA and β-CD is pH-sensitive, while the Fc group is prone to 
hydrophilic-hydrophobic reversal under redox conditions. Free Fc groups further compete for the hydrophobic cavity of 
β-CD, accelerating DOX release. Summarily, we propose a tumor-targeted and TME-responsive combination drug 
delivery platform with enhanced long circulation ability.

Materials and Methods
Materials
Sodium hyaluronate (MW = 3.4 KDa) was obtained from Freda Biopharm (Jinan, China). β-Cyclodextrin (β-CD) was 
purchased from Titan Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Ion exchange resin (Dowex 50W×8-400) was gained from 
Dow Chemical Company (USA). Doxorubicin hydrochloride (DOX∙HCl) was bought from Sigma-Aldrich (USA). 
Curcumin (CUR) was gained from Yuanye Biotechnology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Ferrocene carboxylic acid 
(Fc), 1-(3-Dimethylaminopropyl)-3-ethylcarbodiimide hydrochloride (EDC), Tetrabutylammonium hydroxide solution 
(TBA), P-toluenesulfonyl chloride (PTSC), 1,6-Hexanediamine (HDA) and Carter Condensing Agent (BOP) were 
obtained from Aladdin Biochemical Technology Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Stearyl Alcohol (C18) were purchased 
from Lingfeng Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd. (Shanghai, China). Other chemicals and reagents used in the study were of 
analytical grade.

Synthesis and Characterization of HA-CD
The synthesis process was carried out in three steps which has been improved on the basis of previously reported 
method.33,34 The first step was to synthesize the tetrabutylammonium salt of hyaluronic acid (HA-TBA). Washed ion 
exchange resin was mixed with 24.5 mL of TBA for 30 min at room temperature. After removing the supernatant, the 
treated resin was mixed with 1 g of HA dissolved in 100 mL water, stirring for 3 h. HA-TBA solution was obtained 
through filtration, and HA-TBA solid was gained by lyophilized.

Subsequently, the second step was the synthesis of amino-modified β-CD (NH2-β-CD). 20 g β-CD was dispersed in 
250 mL water, and NaOH solution was added dropwise and stirred for 1 h at room temperature. Keeping the reaction 
temperature at 0 °C, the PTSC solution dissolved in acetonitrile (5.04 g/15 mL) was continued to be slowly added and 
stirred for another 3 h at room temperature. Next, the filtrate was extracted and adjusted to pH 8 with HCl solution, 
accompanied by a large amount of white precipitate. The mixture solution stood overnight at 4 °C to obtain a white paste, 
which was further heated in vacuum to collect 6-o-monotosyl-6-deoxy-β-cyclodextrin (Tos-β-CD). Lastly, 5 g Tos-β-CD 
and 20 g HAD were mixed in 25 mL DMF and reacted in nitrogen at 80 °C for 18 h, before being poured into cold 
acetone for precipitation. The precipitate was washed by redissolved in methanol aqueous solution (v/v = 1:3), then dried 
to obtain NH2-β-CD.

In the third step, HA-TBA and NH2-β-CD were coupled via amination to prepare HA-CD. 1.25 g of HA-TBA and 1.5 
g NH2-β-CD were dissolved in 60 mL DMSO in nitrogen-atmosphere, and 0.53 g of BOP dissolved in 2 mL of DMSO 
was then added. The reaction was carried out at room temperature for 2 h. After dialysis and lyophilization, the final 
product was obtained.

To verify the successful synthesis of HA-CD, suitable amounts of HA, β-CD and HA-CD were separately dissolved in 
deuterium generation of water and DMSO, then tested by hydrogen-nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR).

DOX Loading and Characterization of HA-CD@DOX
DOX∙HCl was first desalted with triethylamine before it could be incorporated into the hydrophobic cavity β-CD. DOX 
and HA-CD were mixed according to different mass ratios (1:10, 2:10, and 3:10), stirring for 24 h at room temperature, 
then HA-CD@DOX was obtained by dialysis and lyophilization. Subsequently, DOX, HA-CD, the physical mixture of 
DOX and HA-CD, and HA-CD@DOX were separately scanned by Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) and 
differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) to confirm the successful encapsulation of DOX into β-CD.
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To evaluate the drug loading efficiency and encapsulation efficiency, the structure of HA-CD@DOX was destroyed 
by organic solvent, and then the concentration of dissociated DOX was tested by ultraviolet (UV) spectrophotometer. 
Moreover, the Zeta potential of HA-CD@DOX was measured.

Synthesis and Characterization of Fc+-C18 Micelles
Briefly, 5.0 mg of Fc dissolved in dichloromethane mixed with 20 mg DMAP and 5 mg C18, then 20 mg EDC dissolved 
in dichloromethane were added, stirring at room temperature for 24 h. After dialysis and lyophilization, the Fc-C18 was 
obtained. To verify the successful synthesis of Fc-C18, suitable amounts of Fc, C18 and Fc-C18 were separately dissolved 
in deuterium generation of chloroform and DMSO, then tested by 1H-NMR.

To prepare Fc-C18 micelles, Fc-C18 was oxidized by ferric chloride solution to form an amphipathic structure of Fc+ 

-C18 with the capability to self-assembly. After rotary evaporation, Fc+-C18 was redissolved in water, followed with 
dialysis to gain the micelles, of which the formation was verified by the Tyndall effect. The particle size of Fc+-C18 

micelles was measured by dynamic light scattering (DLS), and the critical micelle concentration (CMC) was determined 
through pyrene fluorescent probe method.

CUR Loading and Characterization of Fc+-C18@CUR Micelles
CUR and Fc+-C18 micelles were mixed according to different mass ratios (1:6, 1.5:6, 2:6), stirring for 24 h at room 
temperature, then Fc+-C18@CUR was obtained by dialysis and lyophilization. To further evaluate the drug loading 
efficiency and encapsulation efficiency, the structure of Fc+-C18@CUR was destroyed by organic solvent, and then the 
concentration of dissociated CUR was tested by high performance liquid chromatography (HPLC). Moreover, the particle 
size of Fc+-C18@CUR was measured.

Preparation and Characterization of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
According to the above results, the optimal mass ratio of HA-CD@DOX and Fc+-C18@CUR were 2:10 and 1:6, 
respectively. Utilizing the electrostatic interaction, HA-CD@DOX and Fc+-C18@CUR solutions were evenly mixed 
with different concentration (1:1, 1:2, and 1:3) to prepare HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs. The morphology of 
HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs was evaluated by transmission electron microscopy (TEM), while the particle 
size and Zeta potential was measured. To further test the stability, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR solution was placed 
in a cilin bottle, storing in 4°C, then the particle size at different time point was measured.

The in vitro Release Behavior of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
To verify the pH- and GSH-responsive release behavior of the HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs in the TME, the 
release medium with different pH and GSH concentrations was set up, including a series of acid medium (pH 5.5, pH 6.5 
and pH 7.4 PBS solution) and a series of GSH solution (0 mM, 5 mM and 20 mM GSH in pH 6.5 PBS solution). 
A precision amount of 1 mL HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR solution was placed in a dialysis bag within the above 
release medium, shaking at a constant temperature of 37 °C and 100 rpm. Samples from release medium were taken at 
predetermined time points (0, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 24, and 48 h) to measure and calculate the cumulative release of DOX 
and CUR.

The Anti-Tumor Synergy Evaluation of DOX and CUR
4T1 mouse breast cancer cell was selected as research object to verify the anti-tumor synergistic effects of DOX and 
CUR by the MTT assay. The combination index (CI) was used to analyze the drug interactions, and the equation was 
displayed as follows.
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D1 and D2 refer to the concentrations of the two drugs when the growth inhibition rate reaches X under the combination 
treatment. While Dx1 and Dx2 refer to the concentrations of the two drugs when the growth inhibition rate reaches 
X when the two drugs are used monotherapy. When CI < 1, it indicates that the two drugs have a synergistic effect.

Briefly, cells were seeded into 96-well plates and incubated for 24 h. Then, medium was substituted by a series of 
DOX, CUR and DOX+CUR solutions with different concentrations, and cultured for another 24 h. According to the 
instructions of MTT kit (KeyGene, China), the cell viability was measured.

The Cytotoxicity Assay of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
4T1 mouse breast cancer cells and LO2 human normal hepatocytes were selected as research objects to detect the 
cytotoxicity of different preparations. 4T1 and LO2 cells were purchased from the Cell Bank of Chinese Academy of 
Sciences (Shanghai, China). And the MTT assay was divided into four groups, including HA-CD & Fc+-C18 group, free 
DOX & CUR group, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 group and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group. The MTT assay was 
performed as described as above, and the cell viability was calculated as following equation.

ODs refer to the absorbance value of cells in experimental groups, ODc refers to the absorbance value of cells in blank 
groups, and ODb refers to the absorbance value of the zero setting groups.

Cellular Uptake and Tumor-Targeted Behavior of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR 
BNs
4T1 cells were selected as research objects, and the cellular uptake efficiency was qualitatively and quantificationally 
evaluated by confocal laser scanning microscope (CLSM) and flow cytometry (FCM). The uptake evaluation was divided 
into three groups, including HA-CD@DOX group, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group, and HA + HA-CD@DOX 
& Fc+-C18@CUR group, and each group was further divided into three time points (1, 2, 4 h). In HA + HA-CD@DOX & 
Fc+-C18@CUR group, cells were pretreated with HA for 1 h to block the CD44 receptor.

First, cells were seeded, then were treated with different preparations separately at a preset time. After incubation, 
cells were fixed with 4% paraformaldehyde and stained by nuclear dye (Hoechst 33342, 10 μg/mL). Detected by CLSM, 
the images showed the distribution of DOX in cells. Second, for FCM analysis, cells were seeded. After treated 
respectively, cells were digested and then resuspended in PBS for sample loading. All the above operations should be 
carefully shielded from light.

In addition, to further explore the tumor cell targeting of the HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR, the cellular uptake 
behavior of 4T1 cells and LO2 cells at different time points was compared by FCM. The experimental procedures were 
the same as above.

In vivo Distribution of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
All animal procedures were performed in accordance with the Guidelines for Care and Use of Laboratory Animals of 
China Pharmaceutical University and approved by the Animal Management and Ethics Committee of China 
Pharmaceutical University (Nanjing, China). To establish tumor-bearing mouse models, 1×107 4T1 cells were subcuta-
neously injected into armpit of BALB/c mice. When the tumor volume reached about 200 mm3, free DOX + CUR, HA- 
CD@DOX & Fc+-C18, and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR were separately injected into the tail vein in a volume of 
200 μL per mouse. 24 h after administration, the mice were sacrificed, of which the heart, liver, spleen, lung, kidney and 
tumor were isolated and washed for fluorescence imaging.

In vivo Antitumor Evaluation and Biocompatibility Assessment of HA-CD@DOX & 
Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The tumor-bearing mice were randomly divided into four groups (n = 5), including saline group, free DOX + CUR 
group, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 group, and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group. The mice were intravenously 
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administered saline, free DOX + CUR, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18, and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR (5 mg/kg for 
DOX) every two days for five times, respectively. During the administration process, the tumor volume and body weight 
of each mouse were recorded every day.

For in vivo antitumor evaluation, mice were sacrificed; then, the tumors were collected and photographed. 
Subsequently, tumors were fixed with formalin solution for 48 h, and then were analyzed for H&E, Ki67 and Tunel 
staining. For in vivo biocompatibility assessment, the heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney were collected, and analyzed 
for H&E staining after fixation.

Statistical Analysis
All results were presented as mean ± SD statistical analysis from at least three independent experiments. A two-tailed 
t-test was performed, and ***p < 0.001, **p < 0.01 and *p < 0.05 were considered statistically significant.

Results and Discussion
Preparation and Characterization of HA-CD@DOX
Firstly, the synthesized HA-CD was validated by 1H-NMR (Figure S1). By comparing the differences among the results 
of HA, β-CD and HA-CD, new peaks appeared in the 1.34–1.50 ppm range in HA-CD, which were attributed to -NH- 
and -CH- on hexamethylene diamine. In addition, the characteristic peaks of HA and β-CD still existed in the nuclear 
magnetic map of HA-CD. The above results proved the successful graft of β-CD onto the HA chains.

The HA-CD@DOX obtained by the host–guest interaction was verified by FTIR (Figure 1A) and DSC (Figure 1B). 
In the infrared spectrum of HA-CD@DOX, the characteristic peak of DOX at 806 cm−1 disappeared, which is caused by 
the vibration on the benzene ring. The characteristic peaks of DOX and HA-CD were not present at 1570 cm−1. However, 
the infrared spectrum of the physical mixture retained almost all the characteristic peaks of DOX and HA-CD. Therefore, 

Figure 1 The preparation and characterization of HA-CD@DOX: (A) FTIR and (B) DSC plot of HA-CA@DOX (a refers to DOX, b refers to HA-CD, c refers to HA-CD 
@DOX, and d refers to the physical mixture of DOX and HA-CD). (C) Drug loading efficiency and encapsulation efficiency and (D) Zeta potential of three formulations 
with different mass ratio between DOX and HA-CD.
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HA-CD@DOX differs from a simple physical mixture and actually forms an inclusion complex. Based on the 
disappearance and partial attenuation of the characteristic peak of benzene ring in DOX, it can be speculated that the 
inclusion site of DOX with the cyclodextrin cavity may be the hydrophobic anthracene ring. In addition, DSC plot 
showed that DOX had an endothermic peak at 217 °C, which was the melting point of DOX, while HA-CD had an 
endothermic peak at 75 °C. The DSC map of the physical mixture was a superposition that included DOX and HA-CD 
maps, but HA-CD@DOX completely displayed a new curve with a different peak type and location, indicating the 
formation of inclusion complexes and thus a new phase.

The encapsulation efficiency and drug loading efficiency of HA-CD@DOX with different formulations are shown in 
Figure 1C. With the rise of DOX adding ratio, the drug loading continued to increase, indicating that the cavity of HA- 
CD had a strong loading capacity. Due to the hydrophobicity of the cavity in CD, it can spontaneously associate with the 
hydrophobic DOX after desalting, forming host-guest complexes. Referring to the corresponding potential values of the 
three preparations (Figure 1D), the lowest potential value was found when the mass ratio of DOX to HA-CD was 2:10, 
which was conductive to its stability during circulation in vivo. In summary, the formation of HA-CD@DOX was 
confirmed by FTIR and DSC. Considering the drug loading efficiency and zeta potential, the optimal mass ratio of DOX 
to HA-CD was determined to be 2:10.

Preparation and Characterization of Fc+-C18@CUR Micelles
Firstly, the synthesized Fc-C18 was validated by 1H-NMR (Figure S2). In the plot of Fc-C18, the characteristic peak of 
carboxyl hydrogen in Fc disappeared at 12.18 ppm, and the characteristic peak of methyl hydrogen of C18 and 
cyclopentadienyl hydrogen of Fc appeared simultaneously, indicating the successful synthesis of Fc-C18.

Fc is hydrophilic in the oxidized state and hydrophobic in the reduced state, and the transition between hydrophilicity 
and hydrophobicity can be achieved by redox reactions. Taking this property, the amphiphilic Fc+-C18 can be obtained by 
oxidation of Fc-C18. Therefore, Fc+-C18 could self-assemble into micellar particles with a hydrophobic inner cavity. 
When the infrared beam irradiated the solution, a distinct light column appeared due to the “Tyndall effect” of the 
micelles, as shown in Figure 2A. The particle size distribution of the blank micelles is shown in Figure 2B, where the 
average particle size of blank micelles was 267 nm and PDI was less than 0.3, which meets the needs of nano-antitumor 
drug delivery carriers. In addition, the CMC concentration of Fc+-C18 micelle solution was 0.02 mg/mL determined by 
pyrene fluorescent probe method, as shown in Figure S3. In the curve, I3 presented the fluorescent intensity of the pyrene 
association complex, while I1 presented that of the pyrene monomer. The I3/ I1 value was stable in the initial phase and 
gradually increased as the micelle formed, with the turning point being the CMC value. A smaller CMC value facilitated 
the stability of the micelles during systemic circulation and avoided premature leakage of the encapsulated drug, thereby 
reducing the toxic side effects of the drug.

Similarly, three groups of different CUR addition ratios were set to investigate the encapsulation efficiency, drug 
loading efficiency, and particle size of the resulting prescription, as shown in Figure 2C and D. The average particle size 
of the Fc+-C18@CUR micelles increased with increasing CUR mass, which may be due to the relatively loose 
arrangement of hydrophobic core in the micelles with higher drug loading, leading to a large particle size. 
Comprehensively, when the mass ratio of CUR and Fc+-C18 was 1:6, the particle size of Fc+-C18@CUR micelles was 
more in line with the requirements of the nano-drug delivery system.

Preparation and Characterization of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The results of particle size and zeta potential of different concentration ratios of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR are 
shown in Figure 3A and B. The HA chains were negatively charged owing to the abundant carboxyl groups, while Fc+ 

-C18 belonged to cationic micelles and were positively charged. Hence, when HA-CD@DOX and Fc+-C18@CUR were 
mixed, they were automatically assembled by electrostatic interaction to form “micelle core-HA shell” nanoparticles. 
According to the trend of particle size and potential, an interesting phenomenon could be found that the increase of HA 
failed to increase the coat thickness of micelle particles. After HA coating, the particle size of nanoparticles increased, 
but the potential was significantly reversed. The formed BNs contained only one micellar core with a limited HA coating 
thickness, which was attributed to limited electrostatic interactions. Therefore, we finally selected nanoparticles with 
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a concentration ratio of 1:1, which had a particle size of 299 ± 15.17 nm. The morphology of HA-CD@@DOX & Fc+ 

-C18@CUR BNs are displayed in Figure 3C. The laminated drug-loaded nanoparticles exhibited a smooth spherical 
structure with uniform size. Furthermore, placed at 4°C for 120 h, the particle size changes of BNs with times were 
recorded in Figure 3D. With the extension of the storage time, the particle size increased slightly from 300 to 350 nm, of 
which the growth rate was slow, confirming the excellent stability. At least for 5 days, the HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 

@CUR BNs are able to maintain a relatively stable state at 4°C.

The in vitro Release Behavior of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The release curves of DOX and CUR in nanoparticles at different pH are shown in Figure 4A and B, respectively. The 
cumulative release of both drugs was highest at pH 5.5 and the least at pH 7.4, showing significant pH-dependence. The 
pH-responsive release behavior could be explained by the fact that the amide bonds on the HA chains gradually 
hydrolyzed in the acidic environment, leading to the shedding of DOX-loaded β-CD. However, the maximum cumulative 
release of DOX within 48 h was only about 40%, which may be due to the fact that DOX was encapsulated in the cavity 
of β-CD, slowing down its release rate. Similarly, the release of CUR also increased with decreasing pH, presumably due 
to the decreased steric binding of HA chains to micelles, resulting in more easy diffusion of CUR from micellar particles.

Moreover, the release behaviors of nanoparticles in GSH conditions are displayed in Figure 4C and D. The 
cumulative release of DOX and CUR at reducing environment was much greater than that at non-reducing environment, 
and the release behavior was accelerated with the increase of GSH concentration, exhibiting obvious GSH-responsive. In 
GSH conditions, Fc+ groups were reduced to Fc groups, changing from hydrophily to hydrophobicity, and the 
amphiphilic structure was disrupted, leading to the disintegration of the core micelle. The TEM of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+ 

-C18@CUR BNs in 20 mM GSH solutions is shown in Figure S4, where the structure of nanoparticles was destroyed and 
irregular floccule was formed. Simultaneously, orange floccule could also be seen in the appearance of the solution. 
Noticeably, reduced Fc groups were prone to interact with β-CD through hydrophobic effect,35–37 and competed for DOX 

Figure 2 The preparation and characterization of Fc+-C18@CUR: (A) Tyndall effect and (B) particle size of blank Fc+-C18 micelle particles. (C) Drug loading efficiency and 
encapsulation efficiency and (D) particle size of three formulations with different mass ratio between CUR and Fc+-C18.
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binding sites, which could explain why GSH also accelerated DOX release. Different layers have different cargoes and 
responded to different stimuli, cooperatively constructing complex drug release behavior. Comprehensively, BNs 
displayed different in vitro drug release behavior under different media conditions, proving the pH- and GSH- responsive 
release properties. This property allowed nanoparticles to remain stable in the blood circulation, and once they reach the 
tumor sites, they could response to TME, achieving faster drug release and higher antitumor effects.

The Antitumor Effects of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The synergistic antitumor effects between DOX and CUR were investigated in 4T1 cell models, and the cytotoxicity of 
free DOX, free CUR and mixture of the two (c/c = 1:1) is shown in Figure 5A. CUR owned relative biosafety, in which 
10 μg/mL still resulted in cell viability of more than 80%, while the cytotoxicity of DOX was significantly enhanced with 
increasing concentration. At concentrations up to 5 μg/mL, the cytotoxicity of the mixture was more pronounced than 
that of either alone. For further calculation of the IC50 values revealed an IC50 of 5.438 μg/mL for DOX, 658 μg/mL for 
CUR, and 4.305 μg/mL for the mixture of DOX and CUR. Then the interactions between DOX and CUR were judged 
according to the CI. Herein, the CI value was 0.40, which was less than 1, indicating that DOX combined with CUR had 
synergistic antitumor effects. This phenomenon may be due to the effective inhibition of DOX MDR by CUR, hence 
improving stronger tumor cell-killing effect.

In addition, taking 4T1 cells and LO2 cells as investigation object, the cytotoxicity of HA-CD & Fc+-C18 (empty 
vectors), HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 (final preparations without CUR), HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR (final prepara-
tions), and DOX + CUR (free drugs) was evaluated, and the results are displayed in Figure 5B and C, respectively. First, 
the survival rates of cells incubated with empty vectors were above 80% within the concentration range set in 
experiments, proving the high safety and excellent biocompatibility of this ideal delivery carrier for antitumor drugs.

Figure 3 The preparation and characterization of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs: (A) Particle size and (B) Zeta potential of nanoparticles in different formulations. 
(C) TEM image of the final HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs. (D) The trend of particle size over time storing at 4°C for 120 h.
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Analysis of the MTT results of 4T1 cells showed that the cytotoxicity of drug-containing groups was concentration- 
dependent. As concentration exceeded 1.25 μg/mL, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR showed stronger killing effect on 
tumor cells than HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18, reflecting the synergistic effects of combined drugs. Moreover, when 
concentration of DOX was higher than 0.625 μg/mL, more effective cytotoxic effects were observed in HA-CD 
@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR groups than that of free drugs. The IC50 value of DOX +CUR, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 
@CUR were 4.305 and 2.553 μg/mL, respectively. The superior antitumor effects of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR 
BNs could be attributed to the following two reasons: (1) nanoparticles actively targeted the CD44 receptors, and CD44- 
mediated cellular internalization was more efficient than free diffusion. (2) acidic and reducing TME accelerated the 
release of DOX and CUR, thereby promoting the synergism.

As for the results of LO2 cells, when compared with 4T1, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR consistently performed 
weaker cell-killing effects than free drugs, and were less toxic to LO2 cells. LO2 cells, as normal cells, had low CD44 
expression and a lower uptake rate of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs than free drugs. Simultaneously, the concentra-
tions of H+ and GSH in normal cells were extremely low, resulting in a significant reduction in drug release and a weak 
inhibitory effect on cells. In summary, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs are an efficient tumor-targeted drug delivery 
systems that exert the synergistic effects of DOX and CUR with favorable tumor-responsive drug release behavior.

The Cellular Uptake Efficiency of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The cellular uptake behaviors were qualitatively evaluated by CLSM, and the images are displayed in Figure 6A–C. The 
rate of cellular internalization was more significant for HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs, compared to HA-CD 
@DOX at the same incubation time. This phenomenon could be attributed to the regular spherical structure of 
nanoparticles, while the shape of HA-CD@DOX may be a non-spherical structure formed by the winding of macro-
molecular HA chains, which resulted in reducing the endocytosis and cellular uptake.38 Moreover, the cellular uptake 

Figure 4 The release curves of nanoparticles in different media: Cumulative release rate of (A) DOX and (B) CUR in media with different pH (pH 5.5, 6.5 and 7.4). Cumulative 
release rate of (C) DOX and (D) CUR in media with different GSH concentration (0, 5, and 20 mM). Statistical significance: *p<0.05, ***p<0.001, #p<0.05 and ###p<0.001.
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efficiency of nanoparticles was obviously decreased after HA pretreatment. The free HA blocked the CD44 receptors on 
cell surfaces, and limited the binding of nanoparticles to the receptors, thereby impeding CD44-mediated endocytosis 
behavior. Next, the quantitative investigation of cellular internalization is exhibited in Figure 6D–F, and the statistical 
graphs are shown in Figure 6G–I. The results were consistent with those described above, again confirming the efficient 
CD44-mediated endocytosis behavior of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs.

Furthermore, the difference in nanoparticles uptake between cancer cells and normal cells was also demonstrated, and 
the results were shown in Figure S5. The fluorescence intensity of LO2 cells was much lower than that of 4T1 cells after 
incubation for 1, 2 and 4 h, and there was no significant change in the fluorescence intensity of LO2 cells with the extension 
of incubation time. The uptake behavior of nanoparticles was mediated by CD44 receptor, which yet significantly low- 
expressed on the surface of normal cells. Taken together, it is proved that HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs could be 
actively targeted to tumor cells and achieve rapid drug release at specific sites under the special TME.

In vivo Distribution and Antitumor Evaluation of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs
The in vivo distribution results after DOX+CUR and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR treatment, respectively, are 
shown in Figure 7A. In DOX+CUR groups, the fluorescence of liver and kidney was strong, confirming that DOX was 
easily removed by rapid metabolism after entering the systemic circulation. While in HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR 
group, the fluorescence intensity of kidney decreased, indicating that the amount of DOX metabolism reduced. Moreover, 
the accumulation of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR in tumor tissue was significantly higher than that of free drugs. 
The results of imaging illustrated that HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR prolonged DOX circulation in vivo and 
improved DOX targeting to tumor tissues. The outer layer of BNs was coated with HA, which facilitated the prolongation 
of systemic circulation and efficient targeting to the tumor site, thus enhancing drug accumulation in the tumor.

Figure 5 The cytotoxicity evaluation of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs: (A) The investigation of synergistic effects of DOX and CUR. The cell viabilities of different 
preparations on (B) 4T1 cells and (C) LO2 cells. Statistical significance: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001.
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In the mouse tumor models, the changes in body weight and tumor volume were continuously monitored within 10 
days of administration, and the results are shown in Figure 7B and C, respectively. The tumor growth rate of the saline 
group was the fastest, which was twice that of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group. The free drugs also exhibited 
a certain tumor inhibition effect, but also showed strong systemic side effects, leading to a weight loss of about 27%. 
However, the body weight of the HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 group and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group 
separately decreased by 12% and 6%, significantly reducing the DOX-induced toxicity, and the presence of CUR further 
improved the safety, which could be owing to the tissue protective effect of CUR. Subsequently, we sacrificed and 
dissected the tumor tissues of the mice, which and their weights are shown in Figure 7D and E. Compared with the saline 

Figure 6 The cellular uptake behavior of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs: (A–C) The CLSM images and (D–F) the FCM results of 4T1 cells after respectively 
incubation with HA-CD@DOX, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR along with HA pretreatment, and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR for 1, 2 and 4 h. (G–I) The statistical 
graphs corresponding to the FCM results. Statistical significance: **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001.
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group, tumor inhibition rates of DOX+CUR, HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR group 
were 32.8%, 52.6% and 62.9%, respectively. The admirable antitumor effects of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs 
were related to their active tumor-targeting and synergistic chemotherapy effects.

Additionally, the significant inhibition of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs on tumor growth was further 
confirmed by H&E, Ki67 and Tunel staining, as shown in Figure 8A. In the H&E images, the tumor cells in the saline 
group were closely arranged and in good growth state, with deep nuclear staining and less cytoplasm, which were 
consistent with typical tumor histopathological characteristics. However, there were different degrees of tumor tissue 
necrosis in experimental groups, indicating the proapoptotic effects on tumor cells. Among them, cells treated with HA- 
CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs were the most loosely arranged, the intercellular space was significantly enlarged, and 
the area of tissue necrosis was the largest, exhibiting the best antitumor effect. In Ki67 imaging, Ki67 protein is widely 
expressed in proliferating cells, closely related to mitosis, and can be used as a marker of proliferating cells. The 
expression of Ki67 protein in the control group was the highest, that is, the yellow staining was the most. After drug 

Figure 7 In vivo distribution and antitumor effects of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs: (A) The ex vivo images indicating the accumulation of free DOX+CUR and 
HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR within the tumor and other organs after 24 h treatment. The relative (B) tumor volume and (C) body weight changes of mice during the 
treatment period after injection treatments. (D) The representative photograph of tumors dissected, and (E) statistical graph of tumor weight in different groups. Statistical 
significance: *p<0.05, **p<0.01 and ***p<0.001.
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administration, the expression of Ki67 was downregulated, and the cell positive rate was the lowest in HA-CD@DOX & 
Fc+-C18@CUR group. Furthermore, the Tunel assay could distinguish apoptotic cells from normal cells by detecting the 
fragmentation of nuclear DNA during apoptosis. Therefore, in the Tunel results, the green fluorescence intensity in the 
four groups increased sequentially, with HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR representing the strongest antitumor efficacy.

Subsequently, the safety of HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs was investigated by histological analysis of major 
organs, including heart, liver, spleen, lung and kidney, as shown in Figure 8B. In particular, free DOX was highly 
cardiotoxic, while its toxicity was significantly decreased upon encapsulation with the preparations. Moreover, CUR 
further reduced the cardiotoxicity of DOX and exerted an excellent protective effect. CUR showed multitargeting 
capabilities against cancer cells, but low toxicity in normal healthy cells, that is, selective toxicity.39 No obvious 
pathological features were observed in the sections of other organs, proving that HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR 
BNs could effectively improve the biological safety and reduce systemic toxic side effects.

Conclusion
In summary, we have successfully established a bilayer “shell-core” nanoparticle, capable of modulating the TME 
through multiple stimulus responses for multi-drug delivery of combination chemotherapy. The HA-CD@DOX & Fc+ 

-C18@CUR BNs are composed of a “shell-core” structure, with an outer layer of DOX-loaded HA-CD, and an inner 
layer of CUR-loaded Fc+-C18 micelles. This nanodrug delivery system provides more drug loading sites and greatly 
improves the stability of drugs. HA encapsulation allows the nanoparticles to circulate in vivo for a longer time, and 
CD44-mediated active targeting enhances drug accumulation in tumor sites. Moreover, HA-CD can respond to the slight 
acidity in TME, accelerating the release of DOX at tumor site. The micelle structure is GSH-responsive, and reverses 
hydrophilic and hydrophobic in TME, leading to micelle cleavage and CUR release. The isolated Fc groups compete for 

Figure 8 Histopathologic examination of tumor tissues and major organs: (A) The H&E, Ki 67 and Tunel staining of tumor tissue after treatment with saline, DOX+CUR, 
HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18 and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR, respectively. (B) The H&E staining of major organs after treatment with saline, DOX+CUR, HA-CD 
@DOX & Fc+-C18 and HA-CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR, respectively.
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the CD cavity and further promote DOX release. The morphology and excellent responsive drug release behavior of HA- 
CD@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs were confirmed experimentally. In addition, their synergistic antitumor effects and 
efficient tumor targeting were verified at cellular level. Finally, we constructed reliable animal models and observed 
effective tumor targeting behavior and significant tumor cytotoxicity with high biosafety in tumor-bearing mice. HA-CD 
@DOX & Fc+-C18@CUR BNs respond to and modulate TME, and exert the synergistic anti-tumor effect of DOX and 
CUR, including enhancing tumor targeting cell-killing effect and reducing toxicity to normal tissues. Furthermore, the 
bilayer nanoparticle structures also provided a promising delivery platform for combination chemotherapy in cancer 
therapy, where more chemotherapeutic agents could be delivered in combinations with high efficiency. Altogether, this 
“shell-core” nanoparticle is an admirable drug delivery system for TME modulation and combination chemotherapy.
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